
MINES22066 Pre-Bid Meeting 
Thursday, June 16, 2022, 8:00 PM MST 

Location: Zoom 
https://mines.zoom.us/rec/play/
hlcU8yUpR1EpaJV0QAHJ_n2uSatGTBcHDh8gBcbe2VjpVs7yWplkQCcqJss0Ct5P27s
bVuw8t1RLm_NA.1qONX_gjyRcTAJGY?autoplay=true 

Attendees:  

Theryn Ridge – Mines Procurement 

Jorge Ramirez – Mines Mechanical Engineering Department 

Craig Brice - Mines Mechanical Engineering Department 

Tobias Stittgen - Ponticon 

Bryan Nichols - TRUMPF 

Karen Manley - Optomec 

Jeff Riemann – FormAlloy 

Melanie Lang – FormAlloy 

Questions: 

Q1 & Q2: 00:05:43.980  
What is the general purpose and what's the background? What kind of research is your 
focus and which kind of direction, would you like to go with this piece of equipment? 

A1 & A2: 00:06:20.190 
The funding behind this is through a large contract, we have with the US army to look at 
fabrication of parts for grown vehicle systems.  One of the key aspects of what we'd like 
this piece of equipment to do I think there's two things. One is we're looking at process 
structure property relationships in additive across different lengths scales of molten pull 
sizes, starting with powder bed fusion, which is generally the smallest submillimeter 
molten pull sizes very fast traverse being cooling rates are at the highest. We have an 
in house four kilowatt laser built on a three axis gantry that we can manipulate, and so 
we can we can work, the other side of kind of five plus millimeter pulls moving it 20 
millimeters per second or something on the order of that.  We're hoping this machine 
can fill in the gaps in between somewhere between one and five and ideally as much 
space, as we can, so the ability to modulate the full size, based on manipulating 
process settings is an advantage of this type of process.   
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That’s one thing that is driving this piece of equipment, the second thing is that behind 
what we're trying to do for the army is qualifying the material coming out of the process 
and to do that, we have to capture variability and variability isn't just in the machine itself 
it's also in the material and the composition of the material so requesting multiple 
powder sources so that we can modulate the chemical composition and look at what's 
the variability.  Most alloys have a range of composition of each element. And you order 
one batch of powder you get one spot in that range if we had multiple powder feeders 
with multiple powders we can modulate within the range look at the microstructure 
properties and give us some understanding of the variability that happens when you 
fluctuate within that range. So the other requirements are to look at various molten pull 
sizes in that one to whatever we can get to range and then have the ability to explore on 
various compositional changes and gradients. 
 
Q3:00:09:29.880  
It's essentially about flexibility regarding spot size melt pull to be precise, and then about 
the flexibility when it comes to chemical composition, like in alloying and doing like 
functional grading split sample with within a single component? 
 
A3: 00:09:52.110 
Yes. I would add to that is kind of a corollary for us to really understand what's going on 
in process structure property space, we have to interrogate the process, meaning, we 
need sensors looking at it, collecting data. Some of that we've requested some of that 
we have said, probably going to add our own things on this machine in the future. And 
we're hopeful that we can get ow systems and collaboration beyond this contract, it 
would be a potentially additional funding down the road if we wanted to put our own 
developed sensor in there and look at something to capture some piece of information 
so process control is important to both of those pieces. 
 
Q4: 00:10:41.760  
In the specification, you mentioned that the system should have close loop control using 
process sensor data.  What kind of sensors, are you looking for and is the sensor 
supposed to be part of the machine so should be integrated or should the interface, like 
the electrical mechanical interface already be there? 
 
A4: 00:11:31.740  
Our expectation is that there be some sort of feedback from the machine to control the 
process we're not really defining what that is. It could be just an optical image that's 
capturing some aspect of the molten pull, it could be a thermal signal what we're not 
specifying how you do it. What some method of feeding back into the machine. I've had 
enough experience with DED to know that if there isn't something like that in in the loop, 
then you tend to run into a lot of problems. 
 
 



Q5: 00:12:42.690  
One other question is regarding the build Chamber. What you mentioned, at least in this 
sample specification from Optimech, that's like a controlled atmosphere last box system, 
so are you looking for some kind of inert atmosphere in the build chamber or how to 
understand this item. 
 
A5: 00:13:13.620  
While the current the project that's funding the acquisition is studying stainless steels 
doesn't require real protective environment. We're acquiring this for future work as well 
and that future work will likely require us to have a controlled environment to do the 
alloys, we want to work with like okay.  So the entire Chamber doesn't have to be 
sealed but there has to be some mechanism for controlling the environment locally, 
such that we can do reactive alloys. 
 
Q6: 00:14:08.370  
Build Volume I think that that item is obvious, laser power is 500 Watts is there, like a 
target value of course most likely it's as much laser power as possible. But what would 
be your go to laser power? 
 
A6: 00:14:28.410  
We specified 500 as a minimum, there's certainly no maximum. The way most lasers 
work, these days, as you can throttle them all the all the way down to 10% or something 
and still get an effective spot that has the distribution and that you expect.  So I think 
there's really no upper limit, we just set a minimum because we wanted something more 
than 200 Watts because we don't think that's going to work. 
 
Q7: 00:15:20.810  
Looking at the axis, so you specified three as a minimum, and five axis is preferred what 
kind of complexity of parts are you looking into, because that will ultimately define the 
amount of required access to the system. 
 
A7: 00:15:40.380 
As academics were mostly focused on rectangular blobs we call them “Snickers bars” 
and something tensile bar or can cut and polish a sample. However, one of the new all 
know this, the benefits of DED, which we don't have currently on campus is the ability to 
do repair on complex shapes. So the you know to for the scope of the work for the 
project that's funding the acquisition, we’re not going very complex, so three would be 
sufficient.  That’s a minimum, if we can get three plus two or five, that opens the door for 
repair work on complex shapes.  If there’s the ability to upgrade to five in the future, that 
would be worth noting in your bid or add those line items.  
 
 
 



Q8: 00:17:21.270  
Is it a water air chiller, so it should be like a unit that works on its own right, so there's no 
connection to any external cooling circuits? 
 
A8: 00:17:37.110  
No.  We do have an isolated room where if it's a noisy chiller we can. You know, and 
just run lines to the machine so. And whether its water or air, it doesn’t matter.  
 
Q9: 00:18:00.690  
Have you already decided for a spot where you will place it and it's the available room 
confined to some extent and are there's some limits in terms of like height of the roof 
installation space and so on? 
 
A9: 00:18:18.840  
We have a location penciled in, but we also know that various machines that we expect 
bids from will vary in size and weight. So we haven't settled on that location, because it 
may not work for every machine, so I guess the answer is assume we don't have any 
facilities restrictions in terms of floor loading ceiling height doorway anything like that, 
but I think we've required you to include in your bed those details and I think we've 
already asked for weights and dimensions and all of that, so we have run into this once 
before with another piece of equipment. You know we're not an industry we're not an 
industrial facility, so we don't have nice roll up doors with concrete slabs, we have to 
figure out where to put things. 
 
Q10: 00:19:26.040  
One question regarding the more commercial side, so the deadline is the 22nd of June 
right so that would be next week, next Wednesday.  How does the decision process 
look like, so you know you will look at all the all the bits and what kind of criteria will you 
apply for making the decision? 
 
A10:  00:19:58.950  
The first step after the bids are received is I will go through them to make sure that 
they're all responsive meaning that all the items in the bid format section have been 
submitted, if there's any thing missing, I’ll reach out and ask for that information if it's 
something small and get all the complete information and then I will send all of the 
responsive bids to the department.  The type of fit it's mainly price based, but we do 
have other selection criteria.  So they will review that and make their determination on 
what's the best price for the one that meets our needs. 
 
Q11: 00:20:56.490  
Is there, a fixed budget which is available? 
 
 



A11: 00:21:04.500 
We usually have a budget in mind, but basically we look at budget after a selection is 
made, we essentially make a selection and then one of the steps is to ensure, with the 
funding entity or funding manager that the one we want is within budget. 
 
Q12: 00:21:34.350  
That means that there will also be some kind of negotiation so once there is like a 
technical fit. There will be like a negotiation afterwards? 
 
A12: 00:21:46.920  
We don't do price negotiations with IFBs.  Usually afterward, there can be some 
discussion with delivery date and other items, but for the cost and we don't negotiate 
price after unless there was clearly something missed or some something was left out, 
and we can get clarifications on pricing and other things, but we don't have a best and 
final offer stage. 
 
Q13: 00:22:48.960  
We had a question about the laser spot size, if there was a preferred range of what that 
spot size should be so that we could configure the appropriate optical configuration. 
 
A13: 00:23:09.570  
I guess the answer is no. And part of the reason turned out to be so defined as such 
granularity that we exclude somebody who you know I guess the answers probably I 
don't know enough in that space to define Spot size range, that would be appropriate, I 
would say, you know, whatever perhaps is typical for your machine is probably 
acceptable I would relate it back to what I said earlier about molten pool size, so you 
know, whatever can generates a molten pool. You know, in the range that we're after 
which is a few millimeters would be acceptable and that could be modulating the spot, 
either through focus or defocus or actually moving the beam, or using elbow mirrors or 
something to raster it to split, so we don't have any set requirement there again it more 
ties back to the to the size of the molten pool. 
 
Q14: 00:24:57.960  
The requirement for powders in a given build. Is that a simultaneous deposition 
requirement, meaning, you will be depositing powders from four separate sources at 
one time or is that a sequential requirement, meaning you'll switch from powder one to 
powder to two or three and so on. Is there a requirement to be blending those in real 
time, so to speak. 
 
A14: 00:25:34.140  
There isn't. I think the preference would be simultaneous use I can't imagine 
simultaneous use of four powder feeders at the same time, because I have trouble 
doing the math in terms of what that means compositionally but certainly doing two 



powders grading from one to the other, where you know you start with one running and 
100%. And you increment over some time scale from 100 to zero and zero to 100 of the 
other one to give you a smooth gradient I think that would be desirable. 
 
Q15: 00:26:30.750  
Are there any particular deposition rates are you looking to achieve? 
 
A15: 00:26:39.570  
Not specifically. Again, it relates back to the project that we're working work we’re trying 
to understand how the microstructure forms across all processes from powder bed 
fusion, all the way up to large scale. We're also doing, as I said, we're also doing work 
with a laser wire DED process if the high end and we're also doing work with the wire 
arc system at the high end. I would say kind of the middle range of deposition rates and 
I probably can't throw them out off the top of my head, but, in a powder bed fusion it's 
usually, half a pound an hour or depending on alloy to use volumetric terms. it's 
somewhere between powder fusion and large scale DEDs. We're not looking to push 
the envelope on the high side. 
 
Q16: 00:27:54.570  
Being a non-production environment I would imagine that you could sacrifice some 
speed for quality, correct? 
 
A16: 00:28:03.270  
Yes. 
 
Q17: 00:28:19.000 
You mentioned upgrades in the future on the system do you prefer us to offer the 
capabilities for upgrades separately on this, or is there in terms of the of this response 
would you prefer us to list what upgrades are available, and do you have a preference 
whether those upgrades or field upgrades or they have to come back to the 
manufacturer? 
 
A17: 00:28:54.150  
Yes. I know that implies more work on your end, but I think if you separate a line item 
those optional things are our information that would be helpful. But it's not required, I 
think the root of what we're after in terms of kind of future improvements is we don't 
want a closed system, we don't want something that gets installed and sits on our floor. 
You know many of the powder bed fusion machines are kind of that way you don't want 
to there's not really any way to implement additional sensors or controls that might feed 
back into the system control. What we're after is some assurance that we can upgrade 
the machine in the future if it's adding sensors it's not a closed system where we can't 
do that or if we go with a three axis machine and want to in the future we want to add 



five axis capability, it would be worth knowing is that an option and does it require 
shipping the machine back, and that would be helpful. 
 
Q18: 00:30:24.240  
Could you elaborate on an item six in the IFB, it says provide details regarding 
functionality features of the machine being offered. In the first bullet point is material 
fabrication are you looking for details about the process by which the machine produces 
parts like powder laser and so on, or are you looking more for just general overview of 
how the machine is constructed? 
 
A18: 00:33:10.110  
The type of the deposition terminology, because I know some people on the call have 
different slightly different variations of DED.  I would say, maybe it's blown powder laser 
DED that's the material fabrication system so that's what we're after so I guess we're 
just looking for you to repeat that back to us to make sure that we're on the same page. 
 


